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U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
Workshop on Expert Systems for Construction Scheduling

March 23-24, 1987, Champaign, Illinois

A Knowledge Engineering Approach to the Analysis and
Evaluation of Construction Schedules

for Vertical Construction

Michael J. O'Connor, C. William lbbs, and Jesus M. De La Garza

The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USA-CERL) and the
University of Illinois Construction Engineering Expert Systems Laboratory (CEESL)
have been working together to develop a knowledge-based system for analysis of
construction schedules.

The primary research objectives are to extract, formalize, and articulate (1)
empirical and judgmental knowlcdge about construction schedule analysis and (2)
traditional project management theory to develop a prototype knowledge-based
system. This system will assist field engineers in analyzing and modifying
construction schedules of mcdium-risc to high-rise reinforced concrete buildings.
Scheduling analysis and evaluation was divided into two areas, namely an Initial
Schedule analysis module and an In-Progress Schedule analysis module. Each was

-. based upon four major subcategories: (a) cost; (b) time; (c) logic; and (d) general
requirements. The Initial Schedule module analyzes the initial planning schedule that
contractors provide owners for verification at the outset of the project. Project

managers need answers to questions like: What is the overall degree of schedule
criticality?, etc. The In-Progrcss Schedule evaluation module allows project managers
to investigate delay and duration modification concerns. For example, project
managers seek answers to questions like: Arc winter sensitive activities scheduled
during winter?, etc.

In order to accomplish these objectives, the following tasks were established: 1)
Knowledge acquisition: Determine the scope and complexity of the task; Identify the
domain experts; Select the benchmark construction schedule; Acquire knowledge; and
Produce a "paper" knowledge base. 2) Knowledge organization: Identify and capture
expressions of similar form that reappear frequently in the "paper" knowledge base.
3) Knowledge representation: Determine the specific target inference engine; Decide
how the "paper" knowledge base should be represented in the inference engine; and
Develop a mapping technique to translate the concepts, facts and rules into the
corresponding inference engine syntax. 4) Knowledge implementation: Replace the
"paper" knowledge base with an "electronic" knowledge base. 5) Knowledge
ialidation: Evaluate the prototype system against case studies and define its
boundaries.

ll'forts at USA-CERI. have bccn concentrated on applying PC-based expert
systems technology to this problem domain. This work focused on building an add-on
system to existing project management system software. The system is fully
integrated by linking togcthcr database, project management, and expert systems
technology on a single personal computer. This implementation takes advantage of
the electronic databases generated by project management systems. Most of these

7
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lower-levcl shells, however, are built u )on a rulc-based representation scheme only.
The "if...thcn" based systems were found to be highly limited in terms of knowledge
representation and use of knowledge. Moreover, linkages to an intermediary
relational database manager had to be built to enable communication between the
existing project management system software and the expert system shell.

Concurrent efforts at the University of Illinois have focused upon applying a
higher level programming environment system which allows more flexibility of
knowledge representation and manipulation. The Automated Reasoning Tool (ART)TM

programming environment has been selected and acquired as the inference engine to
process the knowledge base. The knowledge architecture schemes of semantic nets,
frames and object-oriented programming have provided drastic improvements in the
representation of heuristic information.

The first exploratory research step was to determine the breath and depth of the
construction schedule analysis domain. This step defined whether the Initial and In-
Progress schedule analyses, as defined herein, were sufficiently well defined and self-
contained. The aim is not for a system that is intricately tied to other kinds of
knowledge, e.g., automated schedule generation. Rather, the goal is to develop a
system that is expert in a limited, yet functional problem domain.

The sources of construction schedule expertise utilized thus far can be
categorized into three groups: a) contractors; b) owners; and c) in-house. W.E.
O'Neil and Pepper Construction companies, large building contractors in Chicago,
have collaborated on this knowledge engineering project by designating one senior
project manager who has committed the necessary time to the development of the
system. Representatives from USA-CERL articulated an owner's view. Finally, the
in-house expertise of several faculty members in the Civil Engineering Dept. has been
drawn upon to contribute to the refinement and extension of both contractors' and
owner's view.

A "paper" knowledge base consisting of English statements, which expressed the
facts, concepts, and rules that the USA-CERL experts provided, was produced first.
By showing this "paper" knowledge base to the other experts early in the project, it
was possible to obtain a better understanding of the different kinds of expertise
prevalent in the domain and which expert practiced which kinds. In addition, the
senior project managers better understood the scope and complexity of this project.
In all truthfulness, getting these experts to concentrate strictly on a narrow aspect
of the problem has not been easy.

At this stage of the knowledge acquisition process, a wholesale effort began to
acquire knowledge and to identify the kinds of problem-dependent strategies the
contractors use. Two main techniques arc being utilized to elicit the experts
knowledge: 1) experts gave an account of their expertise by describing how they go
about evaluating the "goodness" of a construction network; and 2) experts exercise
their expertise in real problems, and then a model replicating their approach is
generated.

As the "paper" knowledge base grew, it began to exhibit some regularity in the
sense that expressions of similar form reappeared frequently. Once these regularities
were identified. they were captured by building an English-like knowledge acquisition
grammar. This grammar allowed expression of facts, rules, and concepts of the

S1 8



construction schedule analysis domain. Use of this English-like knowledge acquisition
grammar reduces the effort expended on acquiring additional rules. In addition, the
knowledge represented in this generic syntax can be easily adapted to a variety of
inference engine designs.

*A mapping technique tailored to meet ART's specifications has been defined. This
mapping technique relates the English-like knowledge acquisition grammar with ART's
knowledge representation language. A different mapping technique can be designed
for different inference engine, e.g., ART, KEE, Knowledge Craft (other proprietary,
trademarked systems). However the result of this research will be useful and
available to any interested party working in a system other that ART because this
"paper" knowledge base will be readily transferable to other environments.

The development of the PC-based prototype has demonstrated that this new
approach is satisfactory for accelerating many of the brute-force analyses and
calculations typical of routine scheduling. However, this methodology cannot be
shown to be a sufficient solution through the development of the prototype alone.
Thus, subsequent experimentation and analyses are necessary to accomplish this.

Since formalizing and structuring the knowledge is more valuable than inference
strategies, a major effort is being devoted to the expansion and refinement of the
current knowledge base. Towards this end, an experiment is being designed with two
video cameras, a trio of senior project managers, a rookie project manager, and a
blue velvet curtain. The aim: to mimic a computer by having the trio act as the
expert system, the curtain act as the computer screen and the rookie act as the
user.

The USA-CERL and CEESL long-term research programs call for the development
of a series of cohesive knowledge-based systems dedicated to: schedule, cost, quality
and overhead control, and cost estimation for vertical construction. It is unrealistic
to believe that one can build the complete system for scheduling control without a)
eventual attachments to other elements of project control, and b) continued
refinement, enhancement and updating.

. 9
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EXPERT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AT
STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Kenneth F. Reinschmidt

U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
Workshop on Expert Systems for Construction Scheduling

Champaign, Illinois
March 24, 1987

In 1983, the Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
established a group to investigate potential commercial
applications of expert systems in engineering, design,
construction, project management, and facilities management. In
order to achieve client acceptance, the initial decision was
made to focus on the delivery of expert systems, using the
installed base of computer hardware available at construction
sites. Consequently, the decision was made to use IBM PCs as
the expert system delivery platforms.

The approach used at Stone & Webster was that, to the
maximum extent possible, domain experts should develop expert
systems themselves with only advice and guidance from knowledge
engineers. Programming was to be confined to standard
engineering languages (Fortran, Basic, etc.), database query
languages (SQL), and graphics interfaces. No development was to
be done in LISP or Prolog. It was believed that the commercial
software industry would provide expert systems shells for PCs,
but at that time no satisfactory PC shells were available.

Therefore, in 1984 Stone & Webster wrote its own PC expert
system shell, Microcomputer Artificial Intelligence Diagnostic
Service, and the first applications, such as PumpPro for
diagnosis of centrifugal pump problems, were made using this
shell. In 1985 and 1986, numerous PC expert system shells were
placed on the market and Stone & Webster evaluated many of
them. At the present time, several such shells for PCs and ATs
are in use, depending on the needs of the particular
application, preference for forward or backward chaining, etc.
n addition to the IBM PCs, expert system applications have been

developed on DEC VAXs using OPS5 as well as commercial shells.

In the project management field, two areas for expert system
development were identified: project planning and generation of
feasible project schedules, and project monitoring and diagnosis
of project progress. In 1985, development commenced on PC-based
expert systems in these areas, by an experienced knowledge
engineer and a project manager with considerable background in
the development of project management systems. The expert
system for project planning was intended to develop a project
network by an interactive dialog with the user.

11



After some investigation, it was concluded that this
approach to project planning and network generation would not be
successful. The intended approach might work for standardized
projects, bUt the projects built by Stone & Webster are
generally quite different, with considerable variation due to
the type of project, client requirements, site conditions, etc.
It was therefore concluded that a graphical approach was needed,
in which the construction planner could visualize the project
construction plan in a more realistic way than with the
conventional network. Rather than generating the project plan
directly, the expert system should assist the project planner by
computing material, labor, and equipment requirements for each
contemplated work package, and recommending improvements to the

4 plan that would level manpower requirements, shorten the
V duration, improve efficiency, etc.

Accordingjly, the development of expert systems for
construction planning was shifted from the microcomputer to the
IBM mainframe. The reasons for this were the following:

The expert system would have access to the relational
database management system DB2, which manages the Stone &
Webster integrated project database and has access to all
project data.

The expert system would have access to the computer graphics
* systems CATIA and CADAM, which are used at Stone & Webster to

design the project and which contain the geometrical description
a of the entire facility.

The expert system could be accessed by a number of
terminals, including IBM 5080 graphics workstations and IBM
3270/PC management workstations.

With this approach, the expert system for construction
planning has direct access to all project data in the database.
It also has direct access to the three-dimensional computer
design models of the facility. And, as the planning of major
projects is a team function, rather than a single-man operation,

a> several participants can use it from different terminals.

The expert system for project planning is intended to
function approximately as follows:

The project engineers and designers create the computer
model of the complete facility in three dimensions. This is the

design process now in use by Stone & Webster. In this 3-D
design process, all interferences are eliminated.

The construction specialists review the three-dimensional
design model for constructibility, access for equipment, and
other factors. If problems are uncovered, they are resolved
between the construction specialists and the appropriate
designers.

The construction planner breaks down the complete facility
model into a set of steps. Each step corresponds to a potential
construction work package. Each step is a three-dimensional
computer model representing the components erected in that work
package. This is the proposed construction sequence model.

12



For each proposed work package, the computer graphics
package computes the lengths, areas, and volumes of the
three-dimensional components in that package. The results are
placed in the relational database.

The expert system evaluates the proposed construction
sequence for feasibility and access, identifies problem areas,
and makes recommendations to the construction planner as
required.

Fcr each proposed work package, the expert system uses the
appropriate factors from the database to translate the computed
areas and volumes into yards of concrete, square feet of
formwork, tons of reinforcing steel, tons of structural steel,
and other relevant construction material quantities.

For each proposed work package, the expert system uses the
component sizes, weights, and other parameters to determine
construction equipment requirements and compares these
requirements to project equipment availability.

For each proposed work package, the expert system selects
the appropriate unit rate factors from the database to translate
the computed material quantities into manhours for each labor
category.

The expert system compares the derived manloading for the
proposed construction sequence with total project manpower
availability, identifies potential problem areas, and makes
recommendations to the construction planner as required to
improve the manloading.

This process continues iteratively, with the construction
planner and the expert system interacting until a satisfactory
construction schedule has been achieved or all problems areas in
the proposed schedule have been identified to the user.

During 1986, the infrastructure for this system has been
created. This infrastructure consists of the project database,
integration of the database with the computer graphics systems,
methods for three-dimensional design, procedures for generation
of three-dimensional construction sequence models, and software
to determine construction material quantities from the
three-dimensional models. Work is now under way under way on

4 the development of the rule base and integration with the Stone
'1 & Webster project management system.

It is believed that this system, when complete, will provide
construction planners with a better tool for creating the

.4 construction schedule from the engineering design, visualizing

.4the construction sequence using computer graphics, and
evaluating the constructibility of the plan using the expert
system.
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March 12, 1987

Expert Systems for Construction Scheduling -
Research at Carnegie Mellon University

by Chris Hendrickson and Daniel Rehak
Department of Civil Engineering

Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

1. Introduction
Both knowledge based expert systems and scheduling have been subjects of considerable research at

Carnegie Mellon University. However, work directed at construction project scheduling is fairly recent.
This short report will focus on the research contributing to the CONSTRUCTION PLANEX system. This

system has demonstrated the feasibility of expert systems for construction planning and scheduling. It
also provides a general architecture that can be adopted for different planning applications featuring the
use of specific domain knowledge and conventional scheduling operations.

CONSTRUCTION PLANEX is a knowledge based expert system intended to synthesize activity
networks, to recommend appropriate technologies, to estimate required resources (including activity
durations), and to develop a project schedule. The knowledge in the current system pertains to

'lb excavation, foundations and structural erection for office building construction. The system is being
implemented on a Texas Instrument EXPLORERTM in the KNOWLEDGECRAFTTM environment. The
prototype version of CONSTRUCTION PLANEX will be available in three versions: (1) a stand-alone aid
for office building construction planning, (2) a component of a vertically integrated building design
environment (including space planning, structural design and other considerations), and (3) a generic aid
for project planning.

Contrasts are worth noting between CONSTRUCTION PLANEX and other planning models in artificial
intelligence such as NOAH, NONLIN, DEVISER, and CALLISTO [2]. While these artificial intelligence
based planning systems offer some extremely useful conceptual tools such as the general system of
hierarchical activity representation in CALLISTO, each has significant limitations for construction planning.
First, these systems generally incorporate only a relatively small number of well defined, repetitive tasks.
In contrast, construction requires numerous distinct tasks for completion. Second, construction planning
involves the selection of appropriate resources to apply, in contrast to blockworld or job shop scheduling
problems in which resources are given. Third, construction has numerous important planning concerns

with respect to time constraints, cost, equipment availability, environmental conditions, and spatial
restrictions which are not considered by many existing planning systems. Fourth, the large size of
construction planning problems suggests that efficient, algorithmic scheduling tools may be desirable
rather than relying entirely on heuristic allocations. Fifth, construction planning is highly knowledge
intensive, so explicit use of expert knowledge is required in the planning process. These observations
motivated the design of the CONSTRUCTION PLANEX system to emphasize the use of both expert
knowledge and algorithmic scheduling procedures.

While CONSTRUCTION PLANEX is intended for construction project planning and scheduling, we
*. should emphasize that research in related areas is continuing at Carnegie Mellon and has influenced our
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ideas on CONSTRUCTION PLANEX. Some related developments include:
" Refinement in appropriate software environments:

The FRAMEKIT and RULEKIT utilities were used for the initial prototype of
CONSTRUCTION PLANEX. This environment was abandoned to take advantage of the
user interface facilities of KNOWLEDGECRAFT.

" Interaction with engineering databases:
KADBASE demonstrated the capability of multiple expert systems accessing a distributed
network of database management systems.

* Printing production:
Expert Technolgies, Inc., is developing a prototype system for printers, including estimating
of job costs, selection of production plans and details, and print shop scheduling and
management.

2. Architecture of CONSTRUCTION PLANEX
Similar to other knowledge-based expert systems, CONSTRUCTION PLANEX has familiar general

components [41: (1) a user interface, (2) a context, (3) a system control module, and (4) a knowledge
base. Within these various components, specialized data structures and operators exist.

In the Context, information about the current plan is summarized in two hierarchies. The design
hierarchy represents the various facility components to be constructed. The lowest level of the hierarchy
represents work activities associated with individual design elements, and upper levels are aggregations
of design elements grouped into structural components and systems. Much of the design hierarchy is
input to CONSTRUCTION PLANEX, with the exception of quantities of materials required and element
activities. A standard coding system of design elements is assumed [1]: CONSTRUCTION PLANEX will
only plan activities for recognized design elements. The activity hierarchy also includes element activities
at the lowest level, but upper levels represent functional aggregations of lower levels. Associated with
nodes in the two hierarchies are PLANEX results such as technology choices, activity durations or

* material requirements.

Knowledge Sources comprise the bulk of information in the knowledge base. Knowledge sources
include rules for (1) quantity-take-off from design elements, (2) element activity creation from design
elements, (3) technology choice at different levels of the activity hierarchy, (4) duration estimation for
element activities, (5) cost estimation, and (6) precedence setting. Thus, for each possible design
element, numerous knowledge sources will exist. An early prototype of a knowledge source was the
MASON expert system for estimation of the duration of masonry construction [31; this estimation structure
was formalized in the CONSTRUCTION PLANEX knowledge source model. Each knowledge source is a
decision table or a network of decision tables intended to fill in the value of a slot in the system context. A
special Knowledge Acquisition Module [51 was created to permit development of knowledge sources in a

* spreads he et- like environment before translation into schema representations.

Operators are used to control the system's actions and to evaluate knowledge sources. A single
knowledge source evaluator operator can be used for the various knowledge sources such as quanitity-
take-off, activity creation, technology choice, duration estimation, etc. Control operators are responsible
for scheduling different planning activities in the absence of user direction.

Scheduling is achieved by an interactive, algorithmic operator in the system. Multiple precedence
types, activity windows, and resource constrained scheduling are supported. Resource allocation is
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performed heuristically. An interactive scheduling mode is available with screen displays of GANTT
charts and traces of resource use over time. In this mode, the scheduled start time of particular activities
can be specified.

3. System Status and Research Issues
The original system prototype demonstrated the feasibility of generating and scheduling construction

plans using an expert system. The second, improved system prototype is now being coded. It will
contain knowledge sources for planning excavation, foundation work and structural assembly of office
buildings. The control operators are being improved to permit more efficient revision of plans.
Comparisons with actual construction cases are planned during the next six months.

Some open research questions include the following:
1. How might the planning information generated by PLANEX be used during project control

and monitoring?

2. What is the best architecture for control operators during revisions of plans?

3. What is the proper role for algorithmic resource allocation and scheduling versus local
heuristics of resource choice and assignments?

4. Can a generic planning environment be developed to which domain specific knowledge
sources are added?

5. What would be the field experience with a prototype system such as CONSTRUCTION
PLANEX?

6. What is the appropriate expert system technology and system requirements to use to build
a production system?
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SUMMARY for the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory Workshop on Expert Systems for Construction Scheduling,

* March 23-24, 1987 in Champaign, Illinois

AUTOMATED PLANNING TOOL
A Testbed for Knowledge-Based Project Management

Glenn M. Yoshimoto
Knowledge-based Applications, Group Leader

Lockheed Artificial Intelligence Center
2710 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, California 94025

organization 90-06, Building 259

WORK ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED

our knowledge-based planning and scheduling work has been in two
areas:

(1) development of a planning/scheduling prototype for a knowledge-
based Space Station Coordinator (an architecture for planning,
execution monitoring and control, and anomaly handling), and (2)
development of a knowledge-based project management system for
software system development.

The second project was a joint effort between Lockheed's Software
Technology Center (STC) in Austin Texas and the Lockheed Research &

* Development Division in Palo Alto California. This capability is to
be embedded in a future-generation software development environment.
Both prototypes contained a Critical Path Method (CPM) scheduling
kernel. This talk primarily covers our Automated Planning Tool (APT)
work of the second project but examples will be drawn from both
projects.

Currently, APT capabilities represent a subset of those available in
conventional scheduling tools. our approach has been to start with
the implementation of conventional CPM techniques within a knowledge-
based environment to provide a testbed for the evaluation of
knowledge-based project management representation and inference
control schemes. This approach acknowledges that 2 decades of
development and practice in project management have produced a
standard and useful set of techniques, including representations and
procedures. Our approach and progress includes:

9 Adoption of CPM network representations and methods
* Extension of basic CPM precedence relations for delays*
e Hierarchical activity and resource representation in schemata

(semantic networks) *
*CPM scheduling via production rules

" Resource requirements leveling based on the generation and
testing of alternatives

" User interface display of multiple activity representation
formats (network, Gantt, and tabular displays)

" Classification of activities and development of typical
activity templates*
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Our effort in knowledge representation (noted by the asterisks) was to
develop hierarchical structures that organize relational knowledge
about activities and the resources they require. Human experts use
associative memory networks (which encode complex relationships
between memory objects) and have spreading-activation of memory
traces for recall of relevant facts. It is difficult to represent
such knowledge in relational databases and other conventional
software. To start the encoding process, we have developed a
layered, relational knowledge structure for the organization of
project manaqement knowledge. In addition, we have found by studying

simple examples of project management problem-solving that large
V amounts of knowledge will be required to provide a generally useful

automated project management system.

Model-based reasoning appears appropriate for robust automated
activity network generation, measurement, and diagnosis. Physical and
social (management) process models for specialized project types can
he developed to support intelligent project management; these we have
started to conceptualize. At Lockheed, we have tended to study "hard"
knowledge engineering problems since our entry into AI. By "hard", I
mean the scale of systems that automate operations planning of large
systems such as the Space Station and large military C3I embedded
software systems. The scale of construction project management
systems is the same order-of-magnitude and encompasses the knowledge
areas of construction design, federal regulation, environmental
constraints and impacts, geology, cultural anthropology, foreign
policy, construction materials (kinds and availability),
subcontractors and capabilities, and international logistics.

ON GOING RESEARCH EFFORTS

We have many research projects that are scoped to provide technology
for solving our "hard" problems. These results will also apply to
knowledge-based management of complex projects:

9 Distributed concurrent architectures (blackboard architectures
distributed across a network of workstations with emphasis on open
system philosophy and flexible and evolvable knowledge-based
control and system modularization); these results will permit the
controlled distribution of complex, concurrent reasoning processes
over many processing elements.

* Model-based reasoning (structural and behavioral modeling of
spacecraft, and C31 threats and assets); these results will provide

'. techniques and tools for encoding expert models.

Integrated knowledge-based workstations and software development
environments (C31 and Express); these results will provide
architectural insights, techniques, and tools for the
implementation of large scale knowledge-based systems.ma UNEXPLORED AREAS FOR RESEARCH

Project management techniques have been found to be invaluable in
developing the initial logic of an activity and serve as a means for
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a collective process of thinking about the project objectives and the
strategies and activities that implement them. Many potential
benefits of knowledge-based systems technology exist, but these
systems will be difficult and costly to develop because of the large
amount of knowledge involved. The basic issues are:

" we lack effective means to index computerized data with complex
relationships in a way that is useful to a large population of
users (for example, cost/schedule history, technology, design, and
programmatic information and status).

* A large effort is required to maintain comprehensive networks and
other project control information after their initial development.
(The logic and justifications that initially went into them are
difficult to represent and preserve for future reference.) It is
crucial to achieve this.

* Interactive tools that are useful for schedule development are not
well integrated into the tools and systems that are being used to
control activities; they are also not generally used by managers.

" The impact of potential risks in activities is difficult to account
for in project planning. Effective techniques and tools for risk
assessment and preservation of decision justifications have not
been established.

These issues seem to result from social rather than technological
*failures (development-participants typically resist project

management systems and their direct use). Knowledge-based systems
technology wnay provide solutions by providing much richer stores of
knowledge chat are available upon demand in forms that are useful to
a large variety of users. To succeed in knowledge-based initiatives

* of this scale, it seems clear that the scale of creative thinking
*must be at the level of integrated development environments. The

knowledge encoded must be an integrated system of knowledge.

Research in integrated (special-purpose) knowledge-based development
environments has started in some areas. At Lockheed, our STC software
productivity initiative is developing a far-term, knowledge-based
environment for the systematic, end-to-end development of software
systems. The environment will be complete with technological
knowledge and information, design specification languages, automated
compilers for these languages, design analysis and simulation tools,
verification and validation systems, documentation generation
utilities, configuration management utilities, and project management
and controls. The requirements for this environment are specified
from a multi-perspective user view. The total collective knowledge
about a field requires development of a languages in which all project
participants can express their requirements, monitor results and
interactions, and communi-ate. This language would be executable on
a system of workstations that comprise the development environment.

*The system will support end-to-end development with respect to
* project phase (bid and proposal conceptualization through operations)

and will provide diverse user support in the vertical direction
(through management levels) and the horizontal direction (through
disciplines).
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The aims of this research are to develop languages and tools in which
problems can be represented and solved in ways that correspond
directly and naturally to our own conceptualizations.
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Construction Knowledge Systems: Status of
Work at The University of Texas

Prepared for the USA-CERL

Workshop on Expert Systems for

Construction Scheduling, March 23-24, 1987

by

David B. Ashley

The University of Texas at Austin

Austin. TX 78712

Introduction

Three summaries of ongoing expert system development work at The University

of Texas are provided. All three are Civil Engineering oriented. The first two are

direct outgrowths of the author's research on project success factors and problem

databases. The third is a wood engineering system designed to assist designers in

modifying design parameters for environmental conditions. All share a focus on the

content of the knowledge bases.

A Knowledge Base for Repeating Construction Project Successes

One of the recurring themes in construction industry research is how to improve

,ri'iciency and cost effectiveness. Repeating construction project successes by

recognizing their determining factors is the goal of this proposed expert system.

Through a comparison between data of average and outstanding projects it is possible

to identify a variety of factors that differ significantly between the two classes of

outcomes. Additional analysis also demonstrates how these factors affect budget and

schedule performance.

A database containing previous project data and research analysis results is

used as part of the system. As additional projects are completed and added to the
database the analysis results are automatically updated. The proposed expert system
uses the developed knowledge base and other relevant data to seek opportunitics for
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improvemcnt for a proposed new project. The system estimates the likelihood of

achieving an outstanding outcome for each considered strategy. Using resource

constraints and project objectives as additional inputs, the expert system guides the

user toward a preferred planning and execution strategy.

This system is being developed by David B. Ashley, Edward Jaselskis, and

Prapat Tantiprabha. Initial efforts are on structuring the correlation, logit regression

and discriminant factor analyses used to update results. These statistical routines are

linked via C language hooks to an M.ITM expert system shell. The expert system is thus

envisioned to have a modest amount of self-learning.

IRIS: An Intelligent Construction Risk Identification System

Ri'ks and uncertainties can arise in any phase of a construction project.

Effcti\c e management of these risks is essential for a successful project. The goal of

this expert system is to help construction managers identify, analyze and control the

possible problems they might face in a construction project. IRIS is an expert system

designed to help construction professionals with the first important task of risk

idcin t'iea tion.

The architecture of IRIS consists of an extensive database of construction

problcm statements collected primarily from interviewing experienced construction

personnel and other experts, a deductive inferencing mechanism for reasoning and a

graphical routine for displaying the risk relationships. The C programming language is

used to integrate the deductive inferencing, database management, and graphical

representation functions. The functions within the system are built around M.ITM

RBase S~stem VTM and Multihalo software packages. Information available in the

database includes issues with potential cost impact and schedule delay, cause-effect

relationships of these issues, certainty factors for these relationships, effective and

incf'ccti'e management actions, and impact of these actions.

A rule-based knowledge representation is employed to handle the reasoning and

%kork together with the query search of the database management system. The system

decides which data files should be included in a search for applicable problem

~',. tstatements. Basic influence diagrams for each identified problem arc drawn

automatically. The user can interactively add or delete risk factors on this influence

2.,
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diagram. These modifications can be retained by the system; thus there is modest

learning by IRIS. Once an influence diagram is developed and verified as an accurate

model of the problem under investigation, it can be automatically carried forward to a
sensitivity analysis. Using IBaysian inference techniques this influence diagram can

generate a monitoring/control scheme to allow a manager to track identified risk

factors. Another implication of this approach is the automatic generation of a

diagnostic expert system to analyze cost or schedule overruns.

IRIS is being developed by David B. Ashley and Y-H Pcrng.

W~OOD: Knowledge Base for End-Use Design Stresses in Wood

Proportioning of wood structural members is currently based on a working

stress design procedure. Allowable stresses must be modified by end-use factors if the

temperature or moisture environment while in service are different from a prescribed

set of conditions. In practice many engineers are unaware of the specific conditions

which would necessitate the use of these factors, or they are uncertain of when or how

to interpret the code requirements about the use of these factors. WOOD is a prototype

expert system designed to demonstrate how the uncertainties associated with the

environmental conditions may be incorporated into the design process so that the

engineer will have the proper set of allowable stresses to begin proportioning the wood

members.

P WOOD queries the user about the anticipated design environment, inquires

about how certain the user is of this information and then recommends factors by"

which the allowable stresses should be modified. Recommendations are in the form of

decimal multipliers of the published allowable stresses. Allowable design stresses
included are:

1. Fb, extreme fiber in bending;
2. Ft =tension parallel to grain;

3. Fc compression parallel to grain;

4. Fc compression perpendicular to grain,

5. F v =horizontal sheair; and

6. E = modulus of elasticity parallel to grain.

A different modification factor applies to each allowable stress because the various

associated strength values are affected to different degrees. The expert system does
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no olo cd guidelines strictly. Rather, it uses established data on equiirium

moisture contents -- predicted from relative humidity and temperature data -- as well

as more recently published research results on the mechanical properties of wood as a

function of both temperature and moisture content, to generate end-use factors. It is

intended as a demonstration of how the design engineer's knowledge of the end-use of

a structure may be couplcd with the researcher's knowledge about the behavior of

wood in adverse environments to result in a properly designed wood structure.

This system is the joint work of Prapat Tantiprabha, Dan L. Wheat and David
B. Ashley. It is currently implemented in a M.ITM environment. Future work is

directed toward: I) expanding the wood research knowledge in the system, 2)

% developing probabilistic interpretations of the wood research results and incorporating

* them in the system reasoning, and 3) system validation.

Cornment s

It Is too early in the development of these systems to predict with absolute

confidence their successes. The first described system is perhaps the most ambitious.

It presupposes that there are common, underlying factors among outstanding projects

that distinguish them from the average. It uses derived predictive models to provide a

reasoning core for the knowledge system. Validation of this system will be a complex

task. WOOD, on the other hand, is more closely linked with engineering practice. It is

easy to see how this system might interface with design. Validation should be a

straight-forward task.

As mentioned in the introduction, all three development efforts focus on

knowledge content. The project success and WOOD systems are envisioned as vehicles

for better research dissemination. Both the success and IRIS systems concentrate on

continual expansion of the databases and how best to incorporate new knowledge.
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Research at M.I.T. on Application of Knowledge Based Systems
to the Project Control Process

Robert D. Logcher*

INTRODUCTION

Attached is a papeL entitled "Adrding Knowledge Based
Systems Technology to Project Control System," prepared by
myself for the upcoming ASCE Spec-ialty ConfeLence promoted
by Bill Ibbs. In this papeL I make( the point that our
current project co-nt~rol systems d-al .-ith projects and
-onstLLuCtion almost -x-lus7iv.-Iy In a ;Piicsnse. That
means that they c:an ,uei ndiurIte massiv amounts
of data without_ know,.ing much about thi meaning. Trhe care
and feeding of these systems, h.'i s highly knowledge
intensive , leadi nq to tho nee(d t,, manuial1ly int Ioducer such
knowledge into Lhe _q_)pliration of th-s, sys;te!ms.

Th is pt oh 1 7-m i ist eal t I y si,-n i n t he nert,.or Ik
sch-duling pLIlems. Hete wehav~ r-~ cmol used and
very simple algotithms which will calculate and tecalculate
schedule dates and schedule status: if only the user will go
through the followi%_Jng steps:

1. Identify illl i ndrividtial tasks ou e

2. Design task Pxecution

3. Determine resource requirements including time

4.Determine task sequencing

5. Determine resource schedules, calendar, etc.

6. Determine contraints, timing and resource

7. Study project status data and develop activity
s t atu s

8. Determine the implications o-f status on the validiy

of the plan

9. De te LIi i1P -..hy ( and he cause o f .. hom) stLa tus d if fe rs
f r om plIa n

*Qrofeo ,;r of Civil Engineeting, M'. I T., Cambi idge, MA 02139
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10. Determine how differences effect rest of tasks,
resources, etc.

11. Determine how acceptability of these effects

12Veemn o omdf pa omk tacpal
13. Determine how to modify plan to make it lces bl

vulnerable to the causes of differences

Not only are these processes knowledge intensive,
dealing with knowledge of the domain of construction
technology, they are also data intensive, dealing with as
broad a set of project data as are available at any time.

N Data can nolonger be thought of as scheduling data and
N, financial data, but must be integrated in the broadest

N sense. This points out the reason fjr the title of this
document, dealing not only with scheduling, but in an
integrated fashion with all of project control.

on the other hand, scheduling is a simple,
well-understood subset of the project control process. we
can deal with it as a learning tool, to test out concepts
and structures for our broader systems. But in doing so, we
must be careful not to take too a narrow view of the
problem. While our inferencing might deal only with
schedule implications, we must structure our systems to use
the more complete concepts of applicable knowledge and broad

Vt. project data.

We have been working at I1.I.T. for almost three years
on the development of knowledge based systems for project
control. we have been working on scheduling problems per se
for almost two years. Early work was on conceptual systems
and later implementations carried out during the past 1-1/2
years using KEE on a TI Explorer and home-built shells on
VAX's and PC's.

EARLIER EFFORTS

TIhe first effort directly related to this research
topic was the conceptual design of a knowledge base for the
identification of the causes of variance from plans. This
topic was tackled in 1984, early in our efforts because we
felt its solution was essential to solving the time/cost
creep problem and to provide better forecasting. This was a

Ad paper scenario of the operation of an object oriented
knowledge structure. Niwra and his group at Hitachi had also
tackled this problem and given up due to inefficiency in the
inferencing process. The scheme proposed used preidentified
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risk factors, each with a rule base for analyzing project
and work package sensitivities. Individual work packages
would then be ranked, tying them to likely factors. When
progress differed from expectations, the inference process
would use the sensitivities to hypothesize causes.
Similarities among sensitivities could then be used to
support oL refute the hypothesis. A dialog with the user
was felt necessary to guide the process for efficiency,
utilizing the user's judgment, and dealing with new and low
sensitivity risk factors.

At this point in time, we have not attempted to
implement these concepts. We are still developing some more
basic tools and components. This work does point out that
the quantity of data and knowledge needed for solving this
type of problem is very large, and thus requires great care
in knowledge structuring. The concepts of object oriented
programming are really required for this type of problem.

The paper mentioned in the attached paper,
[Navinchandra and Logcher 1986] supports this point. This
work, done in the Spring of 1985 on a VAX 11/750 in Franz
Lisp using a home-built shell called IMST, dealt with the
analysis of a simple job cost report. IMST, an expansion of
OPS5, dealt with this database problem using a partitioned
set of rules. Yet, even with a modest amount of data and
performance assessment objectives, performance of the system
was a problem. Inferencing time was excessive.

In late 1985 and early 1986, Mauririn Arias-Toro and
Juan CaLlos Aldana tackled the pLoblem of schedule
generation. Both dealt with planning schedules, one for a
department of public work, one for the US Army military
construction process. In both cases, large amounts of
regulation and procedural knowledge was available. Major
problems existed in variances in the characteristics of the
project over its life and the need for earlier prediction of
likely delays and cancellations. Knowledge and data
analysis for such predictions needed to be included. This
project was aimed at both schedule generation and updating
(both progress recognition and schedule structure changes).
But, as Master's theses, we didn't get as far as planned.
An implementation was completed in KEE of a knowledge
structure which generated and floated schedules hased on
project characteristics. Subnetworks were connected
together using rule classes associated with each subnet. So
far this structurp is much too simplistic. The simple rule
classes needed tn know the base network structure into which
they were inseLting theiL suhnet.
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This work used a method or algoLithm for floating the
network. This is efficient, but does not provide the
flexibility, particularly in updating, that I was looking
for. This has now been corrected in our current work. This
work also started to develop a rule base for interpreting
progress on a project from non-schedule data and
automatically updating the schedule.

CURRENT SCHEDULING RESEARCH

Five efforts are currently underway, three of which
will be completed by this summer. The first, mentioned in
the attached paper, is an implementation of the CPM
algorithm in KEE using pure message passing. In doing this,
any object is independent of any other expect in terms of
the information it has about others. Messages are received
by an object, which knows how to process them using only its
ovn knowledge. It then sends messages to others impacted by
its inferencing. When first implemented in KEE, we got
"stack overflows". This was solved by implementing our own
[l ackh oard for message control. The process is implemented

rfot schedule changes and updating as well as initial
scheduling, with schedule changes propogating only as far as
they change information. The process runs as fast as an
algorithmic approach and has the advantage to considing of
numerous very small methods inherited from generic objects
and which could easily be modified and specialized.
SExamTle in paper on duration calculation for time of year.)

Given this tool, we are now implementing a knowledge
structure with daemons which run around an object
representation of a database looking for data changes and
infeencing about the schedule implications of these
. 2ags. We will be including trend analysis in the

11/ knowledge processing within these daemons. With the
pLevious woLk, the schedule changes are automatically
propoated.

We arn also implementing resource constrained
neduling within this KEE knowledge environment. while at

.LCrs(nt thp approach does not differ from common heuristic
alqcnrithms, we are using branch and bound generate and test

V" mrthn~is on partial solutions as part of the heuristics.
Etfi-iency 'roblems are not known yet.

_Thxt I want to mention GHOST, a blackboard architecture
f-) determining schedule precedences given activities and
their environment. This system started with all identified
a-rivitips in parallel and then used critics such as
physical conditions and construction technology to introduce
additional precedences. Redundant precedences could then be
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removed by another critic. Subnet introduction is used for
hierarchical refinement, but we still need to work on
criteria for the use of refinement and better tie-ins for
the subnets so that the schedule duration is reduced by the
refinement (i.e., overlapping introduced).

Lastly, in conjunction with our work on building
construction robots, we are developing a robot planning
system which will schedule the robot motions and coordinate
their activities with interfacing trades. Our first suite
of robots is for gypsum wallboard partitions, track, studs,
and board, so this planning involves most of the finishing
trades. This effort is just getting underway.

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

I am also including a position paper I wrote last Fall
on the thrust of M.I.T.'s CE knowledge based systems
efforts. It might help clarify the role of construction
management in a larger design/construction process.
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Prepared for the Proceedings of the ASCE Specialty Conference
on Integrated Project Controls for Design and Consruction

Lincolnshire, IL June 8-9, 1987

Adding Knowledge Based Systems
Technology to Project Control Systems

Robert D. Logcher, F. ASCE (1)

Introduction

Computers have been actively used in civil engineering
design and construction for over 30 years. They have
promoted improvement in productivity and effectiveness of
the construction product. It is easy to point to areas of
success, such as financial project control systems, network
scheduling, accurate and detailed analysis procedures,
automated component design procedures, etc. While these
applications have changed our "way of doing business", they
have also created a new set of problems, or shall we say,
opportunities. When we have solved these problems, we will
have created a new generation of project control systems
which will provide far more effective tools for our
industry. This paper will present a series of problems and
describe how emerging new technologies can be used for their
solutions.

The principal new technologies with which this paper
deals all come from the disciplines of Artificial
Intelligence. They include Knowledge Based (Expert) Systems
(KBS), knowledge representation, object oriented
programming, and natural language interpretation. These
tools, not currently utilized in our project control
systems, provide opportunities for drastically altering the
chiaracter of these systems.

The computer has had some very deleterious impacts on
our profession. In the same way as numerically controlled
machines have de-skilled the machine tool industry,
computers are de-skilling engineering design and management
Jobs. Already we see little need for a deep understanding
of structural analysis and component design in the
engineering office. These tasks have been automated. All
the more reason why we need the next generation of tools,
tools which can retain and exercise the knowledge no longer
reauired of the designer. We must now deal with the
analogies in design and construction management.

(1) Professor of Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Early Capture of Information

This author has a bone to pick with much of the
software industry which produces control systems for our
industry. Most of these systems are generic and have
evolved from financial accounting systems. In attempting to
remain generic and deal only minimally with non-financial
information, these systems have constrained their utility to
historical record-keeping with little in the way of early
warning or forecasting of problems. This leads to slow and
late recognition of problems.

The issue revolves around both the early capture of
data in a database so that it can be used for forecasting
purposes and the breadth of scope of that data. It is well
exemplified by using comm'itments from purchase orders and
subcontracts to forecast cost at completion, variance from
budget, and remaining exposure in job cost reports. Many
systems don't use such commitment data. Also, payment
requisitions forms, when sent to the field for data capture
and entered into the computer, can provide immediate
progress data while producing the invoice for the field.
input of a rough estimate with the identification of the
need for a change order tracks both this need for the change
order and its financial impacts.

The solution to this problem is embodied in more
integrated systems, systems coordinated with better
information flow procedures within companies, and a broader
view of information content in the project control process.
It is this latter solution component, a broader view of
information, that is required if we are to utilize the new
technologies mentioned above. For example, the mention of
the need for a change order on a job, having its inception
suggested by a particular subcontractor, may suggest a host
of financial and management problems to the experienced
project manager. Our future systems will attempt to capture
this experience and mirror the reasoning of the project
manager.

New Technologies

In this section, the technologies are mentioned and
very briefly explained. They have not been invented by

9 civil engineers, so we will not let them dominate this
paper. Rather, our contributions lie in their application
to our problems. Herein lies our challenge. Yet, it is
worth mentioning that the character of our problems often
challenges such technologies. our problems tend to be
larger, involving more disciplines and interactions, then
the financial, mechanical engineering, and even VLSI
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industries. We tend to have larger databases, larger KBS's,
more detailed CAD drawings and design data, and so on. As
such, we will constantly be pushing these technologies.

The first technoloay in knowledqe based systems.

Fenves [Fenves, 1986] defines such systems by a separation

of a knowledge base from a control or inferencing scheme
which uses the knowledge, and an ability of a system to
explain how the knowledge was used to reach conclusions. In
these systems, domain dependent knowledge is usually stored

0%1 in rules which should be understandable to the domain
expert. (Note: the author uses the word "expert"

cuardedly, since real expert behavior is hard to
corroborate, leading to more modest goals for most systems,
and many systems now under development use multiple
knowledge sources, including all of their users. In such
cases, maybe we should call them apprentice systems.) With
the separation of the knowledge base, these systems are
easily changed to allow incremental growth.

Problem solvinq in these systems use a combination of

frward and backward chaining through rules. In forward
-. air-ing, the rule base is checked using problem data for

.ules for which the premise is true. The action or
conclusion parts of the true rules provide new data which

might cause other rules to become true. When no more rules

fire, the process ends and the data contains the solution.
:.ith backward chaining, a hypothesis of the solution is
Z:rst qenerated using forward chaining, and then attempts
ire made to verify the hypothesis by looking at rules which
contain the hypothesis in their conclusion and seeing if
toei: cremise are true. If all data in their premise is not
known, the process chains backward by attempting to

"ete: ine such data in the same manner. If the backward
: aicin ~finds data to verify all premises in the chain, the

-_ hypothesis is true, and if not, false. Then another
Sypothesis must be generated and tested.

Pure rule based systems are only useful for small
'.'-.o'>ms where all the knowledge can be represented in
.,evcal hundred rules. The problem with rule based systems

....r that their efficiency degrades exponentially w.,h
: now.1due base size. fAs shown in Niwa, 1984] As the
-eadth of knowledge increases, the premise of the rules

0become longer and more complex in order to apply the rules
to their appropriate subset cf the problem domain. Checking
f:r applicablie rules also takes longer as the knowledge base
-:7e incr.ases. 3irc, w xpect our systems to bec'omn
inteorated and very laige, this form of system is will not
wrk acceptibly. We must therefore look toward the concepts
of object-oriented programming [Abelson and Sussman, 1985]

f, systems. A frame or object is analogous to
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a record in a database, with numerous additional
characteristics. One object may be a pattern for its
instances, where the instance objects then inherit its
slots, or knowledge holders, and slot characteristics.
Slots may hold data, and slot characteristics might include
a data verification procedure, of which acceptible bounds is
the simplest example. Slots may also be programs or
procedures or knowledge such as rules or rule bases.
objects may be related in more complex manners analogous to
the set relationships in network databases. The concept of
inheritance may then be associated with any relationships so
that objects can take on properties of several objects to
which they are related. An activity can inherit an
algorithm for calculating its early start and finish dates
given those of its predecessors from a generic CPM activity.
It could also inherit knowledge about how to figure its
duration from knowledge about its type of work. Finally,
slot characteristics may include procedure or active rule
bases. Then, when a data value in a slot is changed, this
automatically triggers actions.

The concept of message passing is central to object
oriented programming. one object, operating independently,
can reach some conclusion and then inform other objects to
which it is related of this conclusion. Messages sent to an
object cause it to store data and initiate procedures which
check the impact of the message on itself. This may result
in changes within itself, changes which may in turn generate
messages to other objects. A blackboard, or message and
data coordinator, is often used to control reasoning
processes. The section after the next in this paper
provides a detailed example of the use of these concepts.

The application of such features is quickly apparent.
U- Rule bases can now be disaggregated, leading to efficiency

and disaggregate collection of knowledge. Procedural
knowledge can be conveniently mixed with other forms. If we
think of a building design stored in this way, when a
specified pump is unavailable during construction, the field
personnel provide a cable of available pumps, the pump
object redesigns itself and then signals its interfacing
technologies, electrical and structural, of the interfacz
changes, which are then checked and, if necessary, changed
or their designers signalled of a required change. Change
then propogates, providing change management.

The frame based structure provides an effective tool
for plannin-3 paradigms. Scenarios of conditions, actions,
and their efzfectiveness could be stored as an historical
knowledge base. When a planning problem is recognized and
immediate knowledge not sufficient for a solution, the
knowledge base is searched for similar conditions and
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alternative actions thereby generated for further screening.
This structure may be more efficient then the generate and
prune algorithms using a single fixed knowledge base.

Lastly, we can apply these techniques to create
intelligent database systems. Such systems have daemons
which the system scheduler starts on a periodic basis. They
traverse the database, looking for changes in data since
their last pass. When finding changes, a daemon would start
an inferencing process to check for impacts of the change
and look for patterns of changes and causes. This might
then initiate forecasting and planning processes, thus
leading to much mote dynamic project control systems.

Natural language translation is obviously a technology
closely linked to all applications. Its use is for more
natural, user-friendly communication with these systems, to
provide knowledge capture, data input, and processing
control. It application together with KBS's is most
interesting. While numerous natural language query systems
are available, often closely related to database managers,
such as CLOUT with R:Base or INTELLECT with FOCUS, their
comain is realistically limited to direct retrieval and

minor manipulation of data from one or more files.
[ictionary words are associated with individual fields or
oroups of fields in a file or very simple direct operations
en the fields. New systems, such as Expert-MCA being

-:.-.. developed at M.I.T., use deeper user-defined knowledge of

the meaning of data to answer more complex questions.

[Logcher, 1986] Such knowledge defines pattern searches
against the database.

Database Data Analysis

;hen we look at our project control process, we are

struck with the realization that the computer tools we use
are so predominately generic, having almost no knowledge of
project, company, or construction technology, that we must
introduce very large amounts of manual processing to gain
info mation out of our systems. Our CPM schedules are

. cenerated for every project from scratch, or maybe from a
-revious similar project. Our job cost budget may be

-- cenerated from our estimate, which was similarly generated.
;e are starting to see some estimating systems [QuickEst,
1985] which use cost modeling techniques, where a component
model does incorporate design and construction knowledge.
This section and those that follow try to provide examples
of how such knowledqe can change our project control
process. The next section shows how the technology of

m..j object oriented programming can help in the implementation.

e
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With our database technology, we have been able to
collect, process and report very large amounts of project
data very easily. As a result, we have made decisions to
disaggregate our project down to the smallest responsible

V party. we can then report accomplishments and ccmpare
* against expectations for all parts of our project. We then

overwhelm users with data. (Note: the author does not say
"information".) Exception reporting might keep down the
volume of results, but does little to help us understand the
causes of our problems. This is still a hard, knowledge
intensive process, hampered by having a narrow window into
our project in which updating takes place (small percentage
of accounts).

IPMS [Navinchandra and Logcher, 1986] attacked this
problem. Taking a typical job cost report with
responsibility for an account shared between estimator,
superintendent, and foreman, it showed how a rule base could
be used to search for patterns among accounts to evaluate
performance. Data needs to be conditioned to eliminate
estimator bias before field personnel can be evaluated.
Determining whether the poor performance of one foreman was
the fault of the foreman was found by looking at the
performance of other foremen working under the same
superintendent. A pattern of poor performance indicated
that the superintendent was most likely at fault. Figure 1
shows a typical rule in this system, while Figure 2 shows
some typical results. An explanation capability is
included.

Example Application of Object Oriented Programming

It is worth illustrating the character of this
technology through a project control example. While the
example, calculation of dates in a CPM schedule, could
easily be solved with a simple algorithm dealing with all
the network data together, the application of the concept of
disaggregated knowledge become clearer. This application
has been implemented by the author and his students in KEE
[IntelliCorp, 1986] on an AI workstation.

In its simplest form, the system contains generic
objects called PFOJECT, ACTIVITY, and RELATION. Each of
these contain slots for the data typically stored in
algorithmic programs. In addition, these objects contain
some very simple procedures, each consisting of small steps
from the algorithmic solution process. when we solve the
scheduling process with pure message passing [Abelson and
Sussman, 1985] we will store some data in the objects which
are duplicates of data in other objects, but we will show
the value of this duplication.
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Rule: (for CaseIX)

IF <the account has ACOST reported>
A"D <the AQTY is reported>
A. ) <the REVQTY is reported>
,ND <the ETCCOM is not reported>

THEN <it may be concluded the the account is
a CaseIX account>

Rule:

1F <an account has hiqh actual costs>
AND <the ESTIMATOR has a history of low estimates>
AND <the SUPERVISOR has a good history>
AND <the FOREMAN has at least a moderately good

history>

THEN <it may be concluded that the ESTIMATOR is at
fault>

Figure 1. Typical IPMS Rules.

The foreman David Brown shows a tendency to overspend
."v r) while working for super Tom Fulton, who also
1L as a tendency to overspend

vcKtimator Mark Wilson underestimates by 12.5%

Foreman David Brown overspent on ACCT 35, but did OK
b ecause estimate was too low

Figure 2. Typical IPMS Results.

A he generic 7RCJECT contains a procedure calledr.PFEA.F'r OJECT. Whenever this procedure is initiated (by

serling it a message), it will prompt the user for project
data, name, start date, finish constraint, etc., create a
project inotance object called PROJECT.name, and then allow
th- 4putt cf activities and relationships. The activities

r', ins~ances of the generic activity and are related to the
pro et inrstance. Data stored in the activities and
:9t: 4s are durations, lead/lags, and network
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The algorithm is initiated by sending a message to the
INITIAL.SCHEDULING procedure in the object PROJECT.name.
The procedure is not stored in the object, but inherited
from the qeneric PROJECT. This procedure sends messages to
each activity telling each to initiate itself (set early and
late dates to NIL, erase any dates from predecessors and
successors). This message contains the project start and
finish dates. For simplicity, we will assume that the
project has a specified finish date. Activities receiving
this message can handle it without needing information from
other objects. If an activity has no predecessors, it czan
take the project start date and schedule itself. It then
send messages to successor relationships informing them of
its schedule. The relationships in turn send messages to
their successor activities. The activity, receiving a
message from a relationship, stores the message data and
decides if all predecessors have reported. If so, the
activity can be scheduled and the process propagates itself
to the terminal activities. If an activity has no
successors, it uses the project finish date in the same
manner and proceeds with the backward pass at the same time
as the forward pass. Float is calculated by whichever pass
processes the activity last.

While this might seems like a complex process, it is

simple and efficient. The procedures are small and
- inherited from the generic objects, not duplicated in each

object. The real benifit comes when we realize that with
this same structure, we can maintain a schedule during
progress reporting. With only slight changes to the
activity procedures, the impacts of progress reports can be
propagated forward and backward only as far as they change
schedule dates. We are using this with a knowledge base
which analyzes project data (Note: not CPM data) such as
charges to cost accounts or down time for a particular piece
of equipment to send messages to activities about actual
starts, finishes, changes in duration, etc. From these
changes, recalculation is automatic.

To extend this concept further, we might consider the
procedure for calculating the early dates for a activity.
The procedu-e in the generic activity is simply to add the
duration to the start date if a finish date is not
determined from a start or finish to finish relationship.
v.e could, however, substitute for this generic procedure a
smarter procedure that understood that the productivity of
the particular activity was weather sensitive and that the
duration or finish calculation should be a function of the
rime of year of the activity start. This procedure could be
inherited based on the type of activity.
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The point of this example is that this technology
allows us to insert easliy into the control systems
knowledge and relationships about our data and use it
directly in forecasting and problem detection.

cpm Schedulinq

it is ea-sy to see that existing CPM systems do not
solve our real project management problems. Problems
abound, from the tremendous amount of knowledge that must be
applied to generation, updating, and interpretation of
schedules to the well-known time/cost creep problem. The
development of KBS's using object oriented programming
techniques are geared solving these problems. These
techniques have been applied recently in various research
efforts. [Arias-Toro, 1986, Levitt, 1985, Hendrickson,
1986] The problem can be decomposed into several parts, each
needinq different inferencing techniques. These parts are:

1. Schedule qeneration - task identification, task
desiqn, and sequencing

2. Progress reporting - automatic schedule updating
trom database data

3. Analysis of variance - determining the cause for
performance outside of expectations

4. Projection of variance onto remainder of schedule

.Replanning to overcome impacts and mitigate causes
e. of variance

Schedule generation is a planning process which can use many
of the planning paradigms. Arias-Toro developed a knowledge
structure which ties project characteristics to subnetworks
with rule bases. A rule base is fired by the existence of a
characteristic and is used to set subnet activity
characteristics an connect the subnet into the project
network. Physical, geometric, and construction technology
constraints on the interactions between activities (Logcher,
1987] can also be used to generate precedences. These works
also show how hierarchical detailing may be used to increase
the detail in schedule design when needed to achieve
schedule goals.

Currently, progress reporting involves manual input of
activity starts, finishes, percent complete, and remaining
durations. This data is abstracted from the broad
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information available about the project. Using the concepts
of intelligent databases and domain knowledge in the

daemons, this process will be automated. The more difficult

problem is determining the causes for variance. A

preliminary knowledge structure for this analysis is shown

in Figure 3. [Nay and Logcher, 1985 and 1986] Knowledge of

potential causes of variance must be precoded, with rules

embodying why an activity or work package might be sensitive

to the cause. When a project is designed, each work package

can be analyzed for its sensitivities. When variances are

noted, these sensitivities represent first hypotheses for

causes. Hypotheses are varified or refuted by checking

other work packages with similar sensitivities as well as

communicating with the project manager for outside

influences and his ideas.

Reogress
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Conclusions

The applications mentioned here are only a start.

Financial control, while not discussed specifically, has a

direct analogy with schedule control. Throughout the
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discussion, it is apparent that a separation is
inappropriate and unnecessary. Our future systems will be
far more integrated and deal in a common manner with all

types of project, environment, organizational and other

data, using knowledge to integrate and utilize the data.
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ThLust foL Research Pro_9 i Computationfot the Center for Advanced Construction Technology

by Roheit D. Logcher

Overall Goals

The following research program is focused on the
development and application of advanced computation tools
which can be applied directly to improve the effectiveness
and productivity of construction. Construction, as the
downstream end of a larger development process, is strongly
impacted by the characteristics and decisions made in the
earlier steps in this process, from planning through
detailed design. Computer tools, therefore, must deal with
all parts of this process.

M ajor improvements in construction can be achieved
using computation to promote:

1. Less error in design,
2. nore detailed design,
3. Aitomation in construction,
4. Better construction planning,
-. Easier recognition of design and construction

problems requiring decisions, and
6. Use of constructability criteria throughout

.design.

The research program deals with the nature of innovations in
-7c,ou'ation required to promote these goals.

B3 c kgra:-und

Construction creates in general one-of-a-kind products
',hich are unique configurations of widely used components.
what -omponents are included in the product is decided
duLing an iterative design process which is heirarchical in
nature, going from less detail about the characteristics of~thp product to more detail. In this process, which involves

multiple technical disciplines, interfaces between
-'mponents and technologies are assumed and components
,siqned tn mePt theso interface conditions. Some slack is
inttodUced into the interface conditions to provide
co-mponent desiqners with leeway so that redesign with
ntretedl interface values is not required very often and
dVs ign can proceed rapidly to increasing detail.
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In general, design is "largely completed" prior to the
start of construction. A different organizational entity
will then take the product of design, the plans and
specifications, and carry out the physical construction from
the model of the product developed during design. While the
designer should understand and base many design decisions on
the process of physical construction, this knowledge is
seldom reflected in the construction contract documents. In
fact, when o ne looks at typical U. S. contract drawings,
one finds working drawings that lack greatly in detail.
Miuch of the detail is left to shop or fabrication drawings
developed by contractors and subcontractors who are
responsible for actual physical interfacing while
constructing in the field. Because this interfacing is done
in the field, the construction process is slowed,
prefabrication opportunities limited, rework rampant, and
excess conservatism prevades design. Overcoming these

-~ problems is the goal of this research program.

Computer use is not new to the field of construction or
its design disciplines. Analysis and component design
programs are now commonly used in the majority of
engineering offices for an increasingly wide variety of
tasks. Commercial drafting systems are available for the
production of contract drawings. while the majority of
these CAD systems are limited to geometric information, more
are becoming broader database driven representations of
designs. As such, they are starting to carry more design
information and will allow increasing integration of the
design process.

Similarly, construction companies have been using
computers for tasks such as construction scheduling,
estimating, and financial management. CAD and design
software is not widely used by contractors even though they
are responsible for the production of numerous drawings.

In practice, the contractor does not have access to the
decision making that took place during the design process,
including the reasoning behind the setting of interface
conditions between components and the designs of the
components themselves. Such information would assist in
construction planning and adaptation of the design to
unanticipated field conditions or the like. It is as if the
whole design process were incapsulated into the contract
documents, which are then thrown over a barrier spead
between design and construction, and the contractor left to
infer the designers, thoughts from the meager tracings found

in the representation of the product.
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The construction industry is aware of cuLrent computer
technology. It is continually expanding its analysis and
design software, basing more and more of its software on
database techniques, and even starting to apply simple
Lule-based expert systems techniques to the development of
component design problems. But overcoming the problems
shown above requires more than better use of existing
computeL methods. What is needed is a very different and
superior "computer integrated desiqn" system that integrates
the whole process of producing the product.

Rationale for Goal Components

i. Less error in design - While designer are professional
J" A striving to produce error-free work, the scope and size of

modern projects make this goal difficult to achieve. The
cpo antity of design information and the number of people and
technologies involved make coordination difficult. The
computer can assist here by providing communications for
interface assumptions, design requirements, and ongoing
desiqn Lesults. At the same time it can provide a constant
rhecking mechanism to monitor for inconsistencies,
violations of interface assumptions, and, by knowing how
components were designed, might even automate component
Ledesign when errors are detected. Current systems are not
organized to provide such facilities. Their information is
limited to a representation of the product and do not
capture design process information.

2. Mlore detailed design - The reason that construction
detailing is left to the field is that it requires
understanding of the construction process, its tools and
materials, as well as a clear understanding of how all
components of the design interact. No one person in the
design process has all of this information available at
present. But a computer system, using some of the
techniques required for design coordination, could provide
and use this information. The consequences of having more
detailed design would be to allow both more automation and
more prefabrication because less field decision making would
he required. Both would improve the cost effectiveness of
the process and product.

3. Automation - Large scale automation is expected to
implove the productivity of construction. While work is
proceeding on the development of automation devices and
ter-hniques, parallel work is needed to provide information

V from design for the planning, management and control of the
automation devices. While current design systems are
organized to develop a representation of the final
constLuction Product, management of the automation devices
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requresa representation of the continually changing o

both humans and robots as construction proceeds.
Information needs for their management and methods for its
generation must be developed. In addition, the
characteristics of the product to allow and promote
automation are likely to change. This will also lead to
changes in the design process and design information.

4. Better planning - With present discrete information
systems, planning involves manual interpretation and
manipulation of results from multiple design and
construction information systems, creating in the process
yet another discrete set of data. As a result, planning is
minimized, with professionals relying on experience and
attendant routinized procedures. Undertaking better
planning requires several new tools, including integrated
access to a much wider variety of project information, a new
generation of project planning tools that take project
knowledge and generate and update plans, and plan management
tools for coordinating the generation and use of project
plans. This goal fits closely with those above.

5. Control systems - Control is the process of using
previously generated plans, measuring actual outcomes for
project development processes, analyzing variances between
the two, and making decisions on requisite changes in plans
or expectations. The problems stated for the previous goal
are equally true for current control systems. Lack of good
control systems constrains automation and more detailed
design and limits our ability to recognize planning, design
and construction errors. Good automated control systems
should infer project status from the broad range of
information integrated in the system and perform analysis
and impact mitigation actions in the background during

* rontinuing project development.

6. Constructibility - Currently little is done to
assure the constructibility of a design. Each of the
designers in their discipline tries to design envisioning
the construction technique and equipment to be used and
having atleast some understanding of the characteristics
introduced into the design by others. The integrated
project information base, however, does not exist for
verifying or automating this constructibility checking.
Tools for doing so are therefore one of the goals.

Basic Research Topics Needed to Achieve Goals
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Ihe eons , 1 n t lu F, iust y 1 L U 't 1ent ly naki nq txtensive
use of com pt'! in both , , i 111 and(1 11oulst Iu('t 1,on pi--esses.
CAD, datahastf fltit11c(IrltOtt an I I a ',',t 1or V -I f n on.nt design
techniques, inciudiny ,xp, t: r s, a,. w.ly us1Xd. The

indust Ly Seems te' d]v, Vi 1 1 ii I an] ile t- ,iet 1fnu( te expand
stch utse Stur h we i k I r (  t no ha F; I Iso I , -h.

But what th_ inL ~tI ! ,'1flO. ii, L tl: hIt,' ntd its

conrllPutationa e i r n onment .in,] thetby change h,)w i 's
business is Cdt ol out. .n'h inte glation -Lr 0jIL1 the
development, (est inj 1i Lf t ii id um-, ntL of z _i In f eiJnt 11ew
technloqy ..ihich w l 1I i' . t I id,-1 h'i!e. Fihe t :xt sept ion
%.,ill then propose a Lesea ih proq!am for et t ing there.

Six major research thrusts, ttese hasic t-hnill(gies,
th' ee applications foci , have b1e-n iden t if i rd. The, e at e:

1. Object otiented DB11S for design and construction
2. A coordination blackboard for manipulating such

information
3. Plan generation frames for plan manaqement
4. riechanisms for capturing and using component

desigr. heuListics (Application of oxplanation
based eai. ning

3. Construction process simulation
6. Robot management information

Each of these will he explained along with thei.
inter-actions.

I. Object Oriented DBMS - The typical project deals with
massive amounts of data. For broad use of these data, they
are being organiczed and managed with database management
systems so that numerous design and construction piocesses

* can access and update common data. The problem is that such
databases generaly r,.,tain only data about the product,
ignoring process information about how, why, by wh)m, etc.
They are therefore very bland, static, and able to respond
only to requests for da da.

Object oriented proqIamming is a technit] e, for
. .nowledge recsentation ()minq out of the Al field. This
toc nrjute utili,es the lar"" of nn-d for differentiating
ho bltwecn (it Jnd p)rLoCr Ln . 'his mixing a lo's n% to
e re anyI r onOI'yuk, Iji t it cuLrent data a.s well as
pIcer- ures vnd foU i - I ,;, n, irm n and kno r,: rIe useful for

h prn'odiitr that l, 'i w i ate on it. An objert might
n.oa hoi ...'()Lk ni: t i,, omplcted he, r, t-, plan

n n- r< t nion r,, p, i 1 1 - ri hr lit i ] i -re tr, _jp rnrlr'r More

rt tlile"d d' .i m , i i hen design t (,; J t s atfI
a'ai ul. , 1, '.rrulrj n, it otheL object ,hrunlr] h
notif lor and what inf,,i m t-nn sent to them.
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esearch inv, lves the design of a new type of DBMS
rporates such broader knowledge. It also involves
,j what is the nature of such broader knowledge and

nr s.ould be represented. It also includes the
development of demon processes to monitor DBMS manipulation
and automate consistency checking and conflict resolution.
Such work should be undertaken using realistic project
activities such as construction schedule generation,
estimate and budget generation from project descriptions and
CAD output, etc. This work is the foundation for all other
tasks.

2. Designer's blackboard - Multidiscipline design involves
a diverse set of tasks, many of which are knowledge
intensive. Typical CAD programs, available for individual
tasks, are normally developed by different people and hardly
communicate with each other. The designer acts as a
communication medium between these tools, which is a
laborious process. Further, several designers may be
working on different aspects of the design problem. Hence,
there is a need to develop a design management system that
supports the controlled sharing of design data, while
avoiding potential conflicts between the designers.

The purpose of the blackboard is to provide an,
environment that can efficiently handle heterogeneous

sources of knowledge. This environment will provide a
methodology for developing interfaces between various CAD
tools. A mechanism, that will utilize concepts from truth
maintenance systems, for avoding conflicts between various
design alternatives will be implemented as a part of this
environment.

3. Plan generation frames - Representing knowledge in terms
of rules has proven reasonably satisfactory for diagnostic
type problems. However, a problem arises in solving design
or planning type problems. Generating an initial design
requires one to first define alternative solutions based on
both fundamental physical laws and heuristics, then evaluate
these solutions, and finally select the most appropriate
one. Knowledge for such problems takes a procediral form
that often requires iteration multiple trials, appropriately
coached with a plan based approach.

Planning is the act of designing a set of actions
planning) or objects ( design) that satisfy a given goal,

before actually performing the actions or constructing the
objects. A basic planning system would include a
representation for the planned product (see above), such as
a building, as well as abstract networks describing
predefined plans. Such predefined plans can be represented
in frames containing information about the goals they can
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achieve, the constraints they impose, as well as any side
effects that they add to the final product or process. To
solve a problem the system is initially provided with a set
of goals and user specified constraints. The system would
then augment the constraints with its own domain specific% laws. At this stage, the system's collection of plans might
he searched in an attempt to satisfy the goals within the
given constraints. Parallel action planning, planning with
resource allocation, and heirarchial planning might also be
required.

Research on plan-based reasoning can be applied to
conceptual design of typical constructed facilities and to
their development and construction planning. How one
characterizes a design for such planning is a critical
knowledge engineering issue, as is plan management.

4. Component design heuristics - While many researchers and
practitioners are currently generating small, special
purpose expert systems for small processes and component
designs, none are concerned with how such capabilities might
.it into a computer integrated design system. The issue in
such an integrated system, beyond the fairly simple problem

"" of utilizing a wide variety of such small tools, is to
create an interactive engineering environment where the
computer can, through observation and query of the engineer
during his use of the system, infer and store for later
playback, communication, and use in redesign the basis for
engineering decisions which are normal hidden in the simple
data describing the product.

This problem will involve a combination of a variety of
mv':oaches, including explanation based learning,
inte, facing with what is (:alled deep or fundamental
knc. o'ledge about physical systems behavior, and prior
knowledge retrieval for interactive directed query. Initial
application might deal with drywall partition layout and
design and lead to the generation of information needed in
the next two thrusts, construction simulation and robot
management.
.- Construction process simulation - Using planning

, 2:. mpth-rds, thp general approach to the construction process

ran he dev-loped and further detailed into a set of discrete
tasks to he carried out by dcifferent parties. While this
information is necessary, it is not insufficient for many
d-tail-d dpri.on . Fquipmrnt selecticn, detailod
"stimating and productivity assessment, and evn feedback
into design may require operating simulation of tht,
ronntruction Stiorationr. Such simulation reanir-, a
continuous representation of the construction process,
equivalent to scene management in animation. To be
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economical, information for such a simulation must come
automatically from the design process and the plan
development. Research is needed here on information content
and structure for such integration and how such information
is used in simulation.

-. 9

6. Information foL robot management - This information is
similar to the simulation information covered above. The
computer is needed in taking the design information and
planning and scheduling the operations and motions of the
robots. In particular, such planning includes sequencing
robot motions constrained by its mobility and operating

characteristics and fed with its construction goals (e.g.,
component layout). This planning must recognize how the
robot is changing its environment as it proceeds with its
work. The plan, finally, would be downloaded into the robot
for reasonably autonomous operation.

Recommended Initial Project

The above are a series of long term research goals and
areas. Given the constraints of personnel available to work

" . on this research program and available funding, one can
identify and assign specific research topics. All of these

topics fall into the areas discussed above.

1. Design Environment - This project involves the
implementation and testing of the blackboard architecture
and its use in heirarchial design and design coordination.
The test would verify knowledge representation schemes using
the design of building interior components, including
architectural layout (partitions, doors, finishes), HVAC,
plumbing, lighting and electrical systems.

2. Detailed ConstLuction Planning and Simulation - This
project involves construrtion scheduling and goes from plan
representation to component installation. In particular,
this work would interface with the WALBOT project by
generating robot control information for partition
construction from design plans.

3. Object-Oriented and Intelligent Database Management -
The practicality of the integrated system suggested here is
highly dependent upon its ability to deal with and shaLe
large quantities o' data as well as deep and heuristic
knowledge. This Lequires the development and interfacing
with the blackboard of an object oriented database. In
addition, this datahase can be made intelligent by Pmhrdding
into it knowledge of the influence and meaning of data and
its changes on other data and goals for the use of the data.
Several appropriate applications may be identified,
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includin(J Ptoj, ,:L contLol where automated project status
repoztin might lead to better construction management
decisor!:. nd transportation network maintenance, where a
boai- I set - -pecLating and condition data could be used more

_, effe t Ielv f)!. dynamic maintenance decisions. Most of this

effoit h nuid be on the basic set of tools, with the
applicatioi used to prove the concepts of the system.

FuLthe, research projects will be identified as
rescuL ccs ,ecome available.
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CALLISTO: An Intelligent System for Supporting Project Management

1. Overview of Problem
The goal of the CALLISTO' grcup has ben to apply results of artificial intelligence research to support

the project nanagement process through modeling of project environments and managerial and analytical

expertise. This has included dtveloping methods for supporting the creation, updating, analysis,
eva!uation and reporting of proi-ct plans and schedules. supporting tracking and reaction to project
events and supporting various iaspects of communication and negotiation among project managers (for
details, see Sathi Fox & Greenberg. Sath Morton & Roth For the purpose of this brief review, the focus
will be on one aspect of thie management problem project instability or changeability and some ways in
which we have attempted to alleviate the managerial dilficulties associated with it.

The area of application is the management of large engineering projects, whose function is to produce
new computer prototypes Because of uncertain technology, activity outcomes, and competition, large

engineering projects are plagued by continuous change in goals, implementaticn plans, cost and
progress estimates, resource and materials availability, and other aspects of the project environment
which result in the need for constant schedule updating There are many managerial tasks which are
cficult in these projects because of schedule changeability As an example, consider the difficulty

associated with assessing project status.

It is necessary for managers to determine the current status of a project throughout its course.
Numerous dependencies exist not only among activities and resources, but among the product

components which are being designed and assembled. Managers must be aware of any changes in plans
which might influence their progress or assumptions. In early stages of the project, this may mean

analyzing updated plans or schedules to identify significant changes and their consequences for

activities, resor~ces, and products for which they are responsible. A similar need exists for assessing
activity progress against schedules during the execution of a project.

For managers to be able to use schedules to be aware of changes in the project, schedules must be

updated promptly and accurately and managers must be able to analyze them quickly and frequently.
. These tasks are difficult, however, because of the large number of activities involved (often thousands)

and the large number of managers whose plans must be integrated across many departments and
locations. Updating a project-wide schedule requires an enormous information-gathering task which is
usually performed manually by an operations group and substantially after the impact of changes has
already been felt.

Even if schedules could be updated and maintained promptly, analyzing weekly schedule changes to
evaluate their significance for a manager's concerns can be tedious and extremely difficult when there are
thousands of activities and resource dependencies Managers are not likely to make use of schedules
.unless they can rapidly locate the information that is most relevant

Another reason why it is difficult for managers to use schedules to analyze project events is that

'The ideas in this report are the result of collahotation amiong the members of the CALLISTO project Joe Mattis, Xavier Mesnard,
Arvind Sathi and Mark Fox This work has hrein supported by Digital Equipment Corporatio,
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schedules typically contain very little knowledge of the project because they only represent temporal and
precedence constraints. This is especially important for the task of analyzing a project after completion.
Because of the enormous expense and long life span of these projects (4-5 years), it would be
advantageous to apply knowledge acquired during each project to subsequent ones. Knowledge
acquisition and application is impeded by the high turnover of managerial staff even within a single
project. Few managers play the same role in two consecutive projects. In order to facilitate transfer of
expertise, it would be necessary to maintain a detailed description and history of the project events,
decisions and activity outcomes. Accurate histories are also necessary to understand details and
rationale of design decisions which result in numerous versions of the prototype that the project produced.
CPM and PERT models do not convey much of the needed history.

As a result, updated schedules have not provided a realistic vehicle for communicating or analyzing
change because they are not updated promptly, they do not contain sufficiently rich representations of
projects, and the amount of information to be searched and analyzed to find relevant facts is prohibitive.
Several research areas within the CALLISTO project have addressed these issues and are reviewed
next.

2. CALLISTO Approaches

2.1. Development of a Semantic Representation of Projects
The majority of our initial work and much of our ongoing work has dealt with knowledge engineering

and representation. Based on the previous success of the ISIS factory scheduling system, a schema-
based (frame) representation of projects was developed using SRL (which has become the commercial
product KnowledgeCraft). The goal was to develop a rich enough representation to support a variety of
scheduling, analysis, and reasoning capabilities, as well as a detailed historical record of a project. As a
result, the CALLISTO architecture separates declarative knowledge of prototypical concepts and project
facts from expertise encoded in rule-based and procedural components.

CALLISTO's declarative representation includes:
• General epistemological concepts

* time

* causality

* abstraction and aggregation

• possession

-change

. Domain concepts
• organizational concepts and relationships (e.g. activity responsibility, departmental

ownership of resources)

- definition, classification, aggregation and abstraction of prototypical activities and
resources (e.g. for assisting plan creation and evaluation, as well as analysis and
scheduling at multiple levels of abstraction)

- change in product configuration (e.g. representing phases and results of the
engineering change order process, including relationships among part versions;
relations between parts produced and people and activities which produce them)
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" constraints on projeOct activities arid resources (e.g. a language for expressing and
integrating flexible constraints on start criteria for activities, inciuding resources and
materials needed, alternative precedence requirements, interuptibility)

representation of negotiation process (e.g. protocols for communicating about and
establishing commitments on activity deliverables and dates)

Tests of the completeness of the representation have consisted of attempting to record complexities of
project plans described during review meetings, representing a phase of a large engineering project (at
Digital Equipment Co), and through development of functionalities for supporting and evaluating planning,
for activity and resource scheduling and chronicling, as well as analysis and explanation of scheduling

~ * changes.

2.2. Interface Capabilities: automatic generation of text and graphical explanations of
change

Our goal is to develop an approach to explanation for assisting managers in the analysis and seach
for relevant information across large updated schedules. By "explanation", we mean the analysis,
interpretation, clarification, reporting and illustration of plans, schedule information, and conclusions
produced by project management systems. Our focus is the identification and explanation of change in
project schedules and databases.

The need for such a mechanism is apparent both in the changeable engineering environment which we
have studied as well as in current commercial project management software. One trend in this software
seems to be to provide managers with the ability to create and store numerous schedules representing
different assumptions for "what-if" analyses, different schedule updates, and records of actual progress.
Despite the growing ability to maintain numerous schedule versions (as well as increasingly richer
representations), there has been very little work on methods to assist users in the comparison and
analysis of these.

* ~. Current approaches to explanation in Al occur primarily in rule-based expert systems where the
method of explanation is to present a modified trace of the inferences which led to some conclusion. This
approach has little relevance to the problem of change explanation because the task is not only to
understand how a schedule date (or project cost) was derived, but how it and many related variables
changed from one situation to another.

Our approach to explanation extends a technique called comparative analysis (Kosy & Wise, 1984) that
has been used in the explanation of change in a company's financial models. Based only on knowledge
of the set of equations that relate variables in a spreadsheet and two sets of data (e.g. expected vs actual
costs: costs across time periods), the system is capable of explaining the change in the value of any
variable by analyzing the contribution of change in each variable from which it is derived. The system can
answer questions like Why did overhead expenses go up from 1985 to 1986? and Why did maintenance

7q, costs go up by $30,000 even though electrical- repairs decreased by $10,000?

The first stage of our work extended this approach to schedule date explanation by explicitly
representing the algebraic relationships underlying CPM and resource-scheduling. This provided the
ability to answer questions like, Why is the end-date of the schedule (or activity X) much later in the new
version? and What effect did the increase in the duration of the CPU-DEBUG activity have on the end-

date of the MILESTONE-i? A sample answer might be: The schedule end-date was later because of
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changes in the durations of activities A, B, C, .. and H, which delayed the path from X through the end of
the schedule. Only halt of the changes affected the end-date of the schedule because of 20 days of slack
in SCHEDULE-i1 after activity C. Note changes in secondary paths converging at 0 which are almost
critical in schedule-2.

Although previous work was limited to explaining change quantitatively, the next stage involved change
~K.. identification and interpretation at many levels of understanding, depending on the depth required by the

user or the knowledge that is available to the system. These levels include identifying the qualitative
properties of activities, resources and other project entities and the ways they can be classified,
aggregated, abstracted, and summarized in order to suggest directions for understanding the "reasons"
for the changes and not just the quantitative mechanisms. As a result, the strictly quantitative answer
above can be augmented with: .... Most of the duration increases were due to activities of type
DEBUGGING and were in the CPU-DESIGN department.

This level of explanation relies on only a weak causal model of lateness and uses heuristics for
grouping activities which were responsible for the change in the date in question. Managers can also
direct the system to use any set of relationships in the knowledge base to breakdown causes of date
changes or project-wide costs by asking questions like: What role did activities which were the
responsibility of DEPARTMENT- I (alternatively, depend on CAD-MACHINES; part of DESIGN-PHASE-i1)
play in delaying activity X? The answer is not only a single number, but also a breakdown of each
category in terms of smaller activity groupings (e.g. further breakdowns of a department into sub-
departments, resource classes like CAD-MACHINE into subclasses, schedule periods into smaller ones,
workbreakdown hierarchies into more detailed activities, etc).

Our next efforts are to explain the "reasons" for changes or methods by which changes were produced.
This may mean providing the rationale for changes when the system produces them (e.g. in automatic
recalculation of durations based on evidence of changes in the project environment). It may also mean
referring to other databases which track the process of negotiation and commitments among project
managers which underly the activity schedule changes.

Finally, it has become clear that explanations cannot occur in natural language alone. There are many
V relationships which must be communicated with graphics. To provide this capability, we have begun a

project called AUTOGRAPH, which is a system for automatically selecting and generating appropriate
displays for illustrating information that needs to be conveyed to users. Using a library of styles that are
appropriate for each domain (e.g. various styles of PERT, GANTT, resource profiles, hierarchical
breakdowns, etc) and a description of the information needed to be conveyed by the explanation system,
AUTOGRAPH selects and constructs an appropriate display. The display can then serve as an interface
by which the user can peruse the project database from a particular perspective, request subsequent
explanations or perform various editing operations. As a result, explanations occur as combinations of
text and graphics and provide an interesting test-bed for studying the coordination of these two modes of

NW communication.

'i.' 5 .An intelligent graphical agent such as AUTOGRAPH is necessary because the decision-making
9.'..process for choosing an appropriate style is complex. Often users are unfamiliar with all the display styles

available in a domain or system, unfamiliar with the criteria for choosing among styles for particular goals,
or unfamiliar with a system interface and how to select, change and tailor styles to meet their goals.
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Equally important is the fact that the same information-seeking goal (e.g. finding the causes of change
in an activity's end-date) requires very different pictures because of differences in the nature of the
information that is retrieved by the explanation system. It is often impossible to anticipate the best
graphical style to peruse a knowledge base to answer a question. For example, understanding schedule
changes for one activity in a schedule may best occur with a PERT diagram because the reasons are
duration overruns in prior activities. Delays in another activity may best be understood using a resource
profile for a small set of the project resources over a three week interval (because of resource
bottlenecks).

The important point is that the answer to the question dictates the picture style and content and not the
goal of the question. It could take considerable user effort to analyze the schedule in different styles until
the most effective picture is discovered. Automatic selection of the appropriate picture may also expedite
the next stage, which is finding a solution to an ongoing problem (e.g examining the resource profiles for
the same activities over the next milestone).

In summary. our explanation and graphics system research is one method by which we can reduce the

burden of identifying and analyzing changes across versions of large schedules. Our goal is to develop a
system which is not restricted to CALLISTO conventions and methods, but is capable, with some
interface, to explain changes in other project management systems.

2.3. Developing a distributed approach to project management systems
The work on knowledge representation and explanation addressed the problem of adequately

describing the project environment and easily finding relevant data from countless changes. The next
area addressed the probfem of eliminating or reducing t he feedback loop occurring between updates of
schedules This loop is caused by the need for a central operations group which gathers information and

* . assembles and disseminates project schedules. As pointed out earlier, for large projects whose managers
* are located throughout the country, this is a time-consuming task which reduces its utility.

Our approach has been to find ways to automate the acquisition and dissemination of schedule
information An advantage of this domain is that nearly everyone accesses computer terminals regularly

and all systems are networked As a result, we have been able to work on a continuum of methods for
5-'I reducing delays in the update process and consequently in managers' reactions to project changes.

They can be quickly characterized by the following scenarios in which a centralized operations group
,COG, plays a progressively smaller role

1 the COG gathers information, assembles schedules and sends reports

2 the COG gathers information and assembles schedules, but all managers have access to
all aspects of schedules and must search these using explanation and query system

3 the COG gathers information and assembles schedules, but CALLISTO determines which
changes are relevant to each manager and sends appropriate tailored reports when
neces';ary each manager can also construct a profile which communicates the kinds and
itvei of detail of changes of interest

41 (,At 1~ r:O assi.rnes the information gathering role Managers use protocols for requesting
u~pdates CAL UiS TO. with the collaboration of the COG, notifies managers who must share
the responsibility for the proposed changes, updates the schedule, and performs the
dissemination function described in 3 CALLISTO also requests information from managers

0 when information is missing
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This sequence of methods represents our previous approach of adhering to the centralized view of
project management support. It has become apparent that this approach is insufficient. Another new area
of research attempts to develop an alternative pe~rspective of project management support from the one
which is pervasive in classical scheduling approaches (CPM) and Al planning and expert systems. These
approaches assume that project management is a centralized, hierarchical task, in which an expert
applies knowledge to a problem description to decompose it to simpler problems which ultimately can be
solved with known operations.

There are many contexts in which this is an appropriate view and it has been our approach for the first
several years of CALLISTO research. In large computer engineering projects (and probably in large
construction companies responsible for both design and construction), the planning process is more a
combination of competitive and cooperative processes among many experts with different goals and
functions within the company. As a result, the planning process is not a hierarchical decomposition of a
large problem which is collectively solved by many experts. Instead it is a process of negotiation among
agents governed by conflicting constraints, who strive to make commitments that enable the activities of a
project to occur. It is no longer appropriate to think of an individual manager's schedule as a small portion
of a project's schedule, since a manger may have responsibilities across several projects and therefore,
conflicting goals.

* As a result of this perspective we have begun to investigate ways to help manage the communication
- . process either by providing a language for managers to communicate about project plans and conflicting

constraints, or by providing methods by which some of the negotiation can be automated. Ultimately, our
goal would be to represent the separate goals and constraints of each manager so !hat an agent
maintaining a centralized view of a project (i.e. the CALLISTO system) can automatically communicate
with and negotiate with agents representing the individual views of each manager.
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Our research in this area to date has focused on the dcvclopcmcnt of a philosophy for
the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques as aids in engineering project
management.

We started by classifying the subtasks associated with project management as a
taxonomy of separate functions (objective-setting, planning, scheduling and control) and
Icvcls of management (executive, work package and task). We then assessed the cognitive
requirements for each project management subtask. [See Figure I for a house-building
illustration of the taxonomy].

Recognizing the cognitive requirements of each subtask and the limitations of
existing computer tools for project management decision support, we have developed a set
of guidelines for using Al and procedural programming techniques to support decision
making in each phase and at each level of project management.

First, we propose that traditional domain-independent, "means-end" planners, may be
valuable aids for planning detailed subtasks on projects, but that domain-specific
planning tools are needed for work package or executive level project planning. Next, we
propose that hybrid computer systems, using knowledge processing techniques in
conjunction with procedural techniques such as decision analysis and network-based
scheduling, can provide valuable new kinds of decision support for project objective-
setting and project control, respectively. Finally we suggest that knowledge-based
intcracti\e graphics, developed for providing graphical explanations and user control in
advanced knowledge processing environments, can provide powerful new kinds of decision
support for project management. [These recommendations are summarized in Figure 2.1

The first claim is supported by a review and analysis of previous work in the area of
automatcd Al planning techniques that we conducted over the last year. Our experience
with PLATFORM I, II and Ill. a series of prototype A-leveraged project management
systems built between 1985 and the present, using the IntelliCorp Knowledge Engineering
Environment (KEETM), provides the justification for the latter two claims.

The PLATFORM systems are a series of prototype hybrid Al/Proccdural systems that
were used to test out our notions about the value of Al in the domain of project
management. While we continue to develop the ideas in these systems, concepts from the
work have been implemented in a series of commercial grade systems for factory
automation.
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques to Support Project Management

Current research is focusing on the use of planning systems that combine general
search procedures such as means-end with domain specific knowledge implemented in
frames and rules. We arc in the process of testing and extending SIPE, a planner
developed by David Wilkins of SRI, for executive level construction planning problems,
and building extensions to PLATFORM I in KEE for project monitoring and knowledge-
based schedule updating..

Research to date has been funded by a sabbatical leave grant from IntelliCorp and by
seed funding through the Stanford Construction Institute.

This work is described more fully in the following papers:

Levitt, R.E., and Kunz, J.C., "Using Artificial Intelligence Techniques to Support Project
Management," Working Paper No. 1. Center for Integrated Facilities Engineering.
Departments of Civil Engineering and Computer Science, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA, 1987.

Levitt, R.E., and Kunz, J.C., "Using Knowledge of Construction and Project Management
for Automated Schedule Updating," Project Management Journal, December 1985.

Kunz. J.C., Bonura, T., Stclzncr, M., and Levitt, R., "Contingent Analysis for Project
Management Using Multiple Worlds," Proceedings of First International Conference on
Applications of Al in Engineering Problems, Springer Verlag: 1986.
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Prepared for the USA-CERL Workshop on Expert Systems
for Construction Scheduling, March 23-24, 1987

CRS SIRRINE

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULING: EXPERT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

by Romey Ross

The Crisis

A current report from the National Research Council calls for significant federal
involvement in construction oriented Research and Development. The construction
industry invests less in R & D than does any other major industry. Perhaps more
importantly, it invests much less than many foreign construction industries. This
wouldn't be a problem except for the fact that construction productivity has been
stagnant for at least two decades. Coupled with this is the unnerving ascendancy of
Japanese, Korean, and other international construction groups. Just like Detroit car
makers we are facing a crisis of our own making. The ultimate issue in all this is how to
improve productivity. Construction is raw - real world. It is typically conducted in a
non-controlled environment where changes are common and surprises frequent. Anyone
who has carried tools professionally can tell you to expect only a modest increae at the
worker level. After all, human beings have certain physical limitations--people can move
only so fast and carry only so much. Most construction tradesmen work fast and hard if

N they have: a) the right materials to work with; b) some idea of what to do next; c)
coordination with others; and d) qualitative and quantitative feedback. The common
theme here is productivity improvement depends on increasing the effectiveness of
management at all levels.

Management in construction is typically of a type known as Project Management.

Project: an undertaking which may be unique, has special constraints (time
and/or resources), and which is typically complex.

Management: Planning, Monitoring, Correcting and back to Planning.

lence, Project-Management is a discipline built on Planning, Monitoring, and Correcting-
-in other words, Scheduling. Project Management must always emphasize the Value-
Added or Payout-Ratio of its actions. There must always be an effort to be concise, to
streamline, to simplify, and to distill. Further, management must communicate
expectations, feedback of results, awareness of the Value-Added to the process, and the
connections (chronological & other) as changes occur. Finally, management must
engender belief in the plan. Tradesmen must "buy-in" to the plan (schedule) before
monitoring and correcting will work.

Why Expert Systems?

Efforts to improve management have begun to focus on the potential use of expert
systems. Expert systerns are a branch of the Artificial Intelligence tree (no
contradiction of terms intended) which strive to "mimic the problem-solving and
decision-making thought processes of human experts". In short, the goal is to have
machines help non-experts function as effectively as experts. Our experiences in
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implementing computer systems (since the mid-60's) have generated strong opinions
regarding the importance of various factors in the success or failure of computer

*applications. Recent studies have indicated that human beings are almost uniformly
motivated by the same things: recognition, respect, solicitation of input, the perception

* that coworkers take pride in their work, the opportunity to do a "good job", and money.
Disincentives are equally consistent: cleanup of someone's mess, redoing almost any
task, lack of recognition (or worse, punishment), isolation from feedback, or
circumstances which prevent the performance of good work.

The foregoing observations shed light on software successes and failures we have
experienced. Successful software reinforces the motivations and minimizes the dis-
incentives. The reverse is true in most cases of failing software. Exploring possible
expert systems, our most critical questions revolve around human engineering. Bitter
experience indicates good designs on paper can be complete flops in the world of users.

* This is probably even more important with an "Expert" system which users may perceive
as a threat to their jobs. This class of issues (human factors/engineering) comprises
perhaps the most important set of system design concepts. Human engineering cannot be
simply a band-aid type solution, although it frequently is. Rather, human factors must be
designed from the very beginnirg.

-~ What are some of these human factors? First of all, a system must not be condescending
nor patronizing to the user. Most users of expert systems will not be novices in the area
of automation. They are known as "transfer users." They can learn function keys and
syntax rapidly because they are transferring knowledge from previous software
experience. Consequently, complexity should not be wasted on babysitting users. Just as
important, however, is the need for consistency of syntyx throughout the program, and
use of nonsensitive syntax to allow flexible phrasing and response. Furthermore, the

* system should have limited complexity, expecially regarding help or special features.
On-line help is much less important to a transfer user than good, solid, concise

* documentation. The system should also exhibit limited unique functions so the user is not
overwhelmed by too many bells and whistles. Likewise, there is a need for mnemonic
commands, logical progressions and nesting of the various system interface levels (good
examples of this can be found in Lotus 123 and AMS Time Machine).

Human factors must be religiously incorporated in these seven steps to successful
-~program m ing:

1) Plan
2) Emphasize a good user interface
3) (ive the user what he wants
4) Make everything modular
5) Lock the final design
6) Document concisely and well
7) 'rest, test, test

Simple to say but difficult to achieve. The bottom line is: a system must be a help, not
* a hindrance.
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Features and Pitfalls

'-, Effective scheduling expert systems fall into two classes:

1) A "front end generator" to feed an existing full featured scheduling program.

2) A "net tester" to analyze existing networks for "reasonableness"; to balance
. activity durations; to test completeness of activity lists in sub-nets; to confirm

tho presence/absence of appropriate design and procurement "hooks"; etc.

Ideally, these two primary systems should incorporate the following features:

* low Cost
. Fast and Easy to Use
, Hardware lenient- .

.'S Distinct "Audit Trails"
- Believable, reasonable products

5" " Maximize productivity and effectiveness of Knowledge Workers (project support
specialists). This implies integrated cost and schedule control systems.

. Output should be "quick and dirty" rather than "slow and perfect".
- Output should be graphic, based on exception reports and geared toward Visual

Early Warning System layout.

Conclusion

The preceding observations and assumptions add up to quite a tall order. Some of our
most successful steps in the evolution toward artificial intelligence based systems have
consisted of hardcopN Flowcharts and Checklists coupled with Procedures Manuals (12 at
last count) written by company experts. Such steps are necessary precursors to
interfacing Man and Machine. Like the Chinese symbols for crisis--one means
opportunity, the other means danger--we see a future rich in risk and opportunity. We
want to emphasize the Machine's role as rationalist, linear, logical, supportive partner,

.' while maximizing the Human roles of intuition, multi-factor processing, and holism.
Someday we may even see expert systems training of Scheduling or Project Management
via interactive gaining, similar to the adult game Interlude. The future should be
interesting.
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INITIAL NETWORK CREATION

(1) NETWORK LOGIC

An E.S. could help select typical subnets for selected types of work.
There are typical sequences of activities that are normally required for
given field operations, e.g., form, place, cure, strip for concrete
work. These sequences could be generated from a CAD 3D model of a

structure combined with an E.S. that contained knowledge of how a given
type of structure was built.

(2) NETWORK REASONABLENESS

The initial network could be subjected to a number of tests for consis-
- tency and reasonableness, e.g.,

(a) Are outdoor activities using a calendar with appropriate weather
days?

(b) Are indoor and other non-weather sensitive activities using a
calendar without weather days?

.5 (c) Do comparable activities have reasonably similar duration or produc-
tion rates?

,d) Do the resources assigned to activities seem reasonable, based on
the type of activity and quantity of work (based on comparison to
estimating standards)?

UPDATING OF NETWORK

(L) NETWORK LOGIC

Is the network logic being followed in the field (as indicated by actual
start and finish dates)? If not, i.e., activities are being started out
,)f sequence, this situation needs to be flagged, so that the proper start

dates can be entered on the network logic revised. An E.S. is not needed
for this.
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(2) DURATION

An E.S. could compare the revised total duration of in process and
unstirted activities to determine whether these are reasonable based on
the duration of similar completed activities. For example, if the comn-
pleted steel erection activities of a 10-story building that is one-half
completed show a 20% overrun (on the average), then the remaining dura-

* tions for steel erection should be comparably increased.

(3) RESOURCES

If actual resources are being allocated to activities, then an E.S. could
be used to analyze whether the resource levels are reasonable. Three
comparisons are required:

(a ) Actual resource usage rates for comparable activities, e.g., work
hours per day for concrete placing operation.

(b) Actual resource usage rates vs. budget resource usage rates.

(c) Actual resource usage rate for to-date duration vs. forecast remain-
ing usage rate (for a given activity). If these are very different,
either the remaining duration or remaining resources need to be
changed.

4.(4) RISK ANALYSIS

Using Monte Carlo Analysis to calculate a probability distribution for
meeting specified milestone dates (based on duration variability esti-
mates derived fr.,m the type of work and to-date project experience), an

4 E.S. could analyze the results and point out where changes in resource
levels or network logic might be desirable to increase the probability of
meeting due dates. This requires a very high level of sophistication,
but is exactly the type of analysis that is often ignored because of
insufficient understanding and/or lack of time. An E.S. might address
both of these impediments.
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